
Children's game Feed the Lion
Instructions No. 2509
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 4 Hours

This game is great fun. Not only the handicrafts for and with the little ones are a joy for young and old, but also the throwing
or shooting game gives the children great pleasure. This game idea is great for the next children's birthday party and can
be set up both outdoors and indoors. Even on rainy days, you can play this cheerful game with your children and feed the
lion.

So basteln Sie das Spiel:
Transfer the templates to the different coloured cardboard and then cut out the motifs. Also transfer the circle to the grey cardboard and cut it out.

Saw the square strips to the size of the grey board and glue them to the grey board with hot glue. If necessary, you can also staple the square strips in place
with a hand stapler.

First glue the parts of the lion's head together. Now arrange the cut cardboard motifs such as the head and the leaves on the grey cardboard and glue them on
afterwards. Two wiggle eyes serve as funny eyes for the lion.

And off you go...

Game instructions:

For the throwing game, it is best to place the lion on a small cupboard, chair or table. For the shooting game, place the lion on the floor so that there is enough
space next to and behind the lion for the ball. Of course, there should also be nothing breakable nearby, as many balls will miss ;o)
Now draw a line at some distance from the lion where the players line up. One after the other, the children try to hit the lion's mouth with the balls. Now you can
decide whether there is a reward after each hit, such as a jelly bear, the best thrower or most accurate person is awarded a prize, or the children simply "feed"
the lion. In any case, the more balls that land in the lion's hungry mouth, the better, because then the lion is full and sluggish and no longer wants to go hunting
;o)



Article number Article name Qty
70288103 Grey board 40 x 50 cm, 2.0 mm thick 1
706667-08 Coloured paperBeige 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

706681-58 Craft cardboard sheetFir Green 1
706681-51 Craft cardboard sheetLight green 1
706667-90 Coloured paperBlack 

(leider ausverkauft)
1

620797 VBS Wobbly eyes to glue on "Round", 30 mm, 10 pieces 1
660426 Wooden square strips of pine10 x 10 mm 1
111065 VBS Handicraft glue85 g 1
130301 Mitre Cutting Kit 1
51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/newsletter/
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